This Field Book contains special paper which is impregnated with resin to make it substantially stronger as well as water resistant. Your field notes will come out sharp and clear even when the page is wet.
28 Feb 1989 - Planned to excavate this summer at
Prentiss Bay, Part of me,
Frederick, Md. - Both sides
fell through. Made call
today to Howard MacDonald
asked him if he knew of
late presentation site within
driving distance of America
University - He recommends
Hayley (To 401) site. Addy
that many remain to be
excavated at that site.

2 March - At fiber bar
Office in Baltimore to see
file on 401 and other
nearby sites. Have name
of Cliff Horton - manager
of Mee Keel-Becker Wildlife
Management area. Has told
site - (301) 255-0817.
Made appointment to see
site at 10 a.m. on Tuesday
6 March. He later cancels.
15 March - Met Jeff for lunch and Ken D. toughly (Resident Biologist) at site. Show them site and they soon to request our excavation plans.

24 March - Met Mac McDanel to walk over site - make sure we are in correct location.

6 April -brush每天都 permits lay flat and excavated to remove at site. Home free now - put time there is something left of site to excavate.

6 May - Bob and I spent day digging shovel test pits at site to determine East-West limit of site. Will meet to determine placement of pad. Put in 4 rows of stakes along boundary line between first and second fields. Recover a good deal of...
14 May - Lay out the grid. Student due in on 7:00
morrow to begin excavation.
Some 57 lay in great.
At elevation datum (40 cm
above ground surface) no,
trouble between first and
second field. Back next
datum is 45 meter grid
north of it against trouble
between second and third
field. Instrument station
in 5 meter grid north of
at elevation datum and 37 meter
north of back next datum. Hopefully 70, or something
east 57 all this.

15 May - Tacked to hell! field. In morning and stowed up at
nile at 1:00 (after twenty
fishing ended at noon). Said at
west - east baseline, constructed
screen. Good progress. Ready to
start some excavation on the
morrow. Nothing found to artifact
16 May - Opened my fruit fly squares today. Squares 117 and 177 at west end. Preto and union 170 and 225 at east end. Excavating on yellow zone. Many flies and other coming up on screens. Student slow but excited. First full day on field on the mango. Completed 9 maps.


18 May - Squares coming down one leaving me free. Square 119 far out. What are post molds are beginning to pop up. Two substantial P.M. in #169 about 7 meters apart. Possibly they are from other small PM's. March 177 and getting interesting limit 177.
11 May. Down on site and 9
pieces of a bone beam found
on the ground today near
plumber's/ rubbert's bars.

Mean DBD
.807

PM nominal
locations

Both units at site and 37
unit 95 170 and 228 are
not coming down on rubber.
Too early to see stains this
yet. Perhaps on Monday...

This has been a very windy
but pleasant day.

21 May. Rain delay in A17
Arrived at site about 11:00.
All squares are working and
we have opened new squares
unit #62B adjacent to unit 61B.
We are trying to follow the PM's seen in unit 177 will the new square. In new unit we are expanding level one but a more rapid pace given what we now know about chalked up.

PM are all coming will almost in center. Anyone?

Unit 170 and 225 at eart end of rule are not as orderly. They have what may be a number of small PM. Unit 170 for what may be a ground hog trail at it south margin. We will have to see about it with a x-ray section. Students are beginning to map plans and we will shoot them with lasers on the morrow.
22 May - Another rain delay.
Long out to site at 11:30
and worked shooting in
quadrants on units 170 and
228 as well as sketching in
unit 177. Managed to pull
and work in lab.

23 May - Beautiful day - at
Fort Photographed 170/177
boundary in squares 170, 228
and 177. Opened new unit
(176) next to #177 To
see if we can trace out
the great molder. Three
rubbed out pm 3 (#12-14)
have opened in a line in
#177 and the last in
right at the 177/178
coast. We will see.

Unit 62 has been stopped
on top of mottled layer
above bigport. This is
new procedure. We could
take mottled large spots on we find in lobby floor.
off on level 2. Should help differentiate artifacts square, at east end and running out 2 artifacts.
We may abandon these and start trending to find bunch of relics. Good post-molds coming up.

24 May: continued work in all squares, X-sectional

pm: in east square (170, 228), some real other spot clean. Feature #170 turned out to be rodent trail.

found out 170 and 228 motor in trench - 1 meter wide at 14 N 000 baseline.

Trench up all the way around mile from north to east.arked gpr area. Down to mottled layer.

we will try to start.
25 May - Working on top of hill planting down, an artificial being layers. Some plants begin to show up. Grew one more unit (963) to follow at 214 from 962. Beautiful day.

26 May (Monday) - Memorial day - gave field checks 1960. Holiday off. Rainy morning.

29 May - Heavy rain all day. Worked in lab. Potatoes to seed out in morning. Hope that it does not rain in at the hole. This has been a very wet field season.
30 May — Sunny but cloudy day. We will get in a day today. Will continue working in the "tree." We will keep going in unit #63 to see if our pain is going to turn into something? I believe it would be well rented. May open another unit or continue branch out away from tree. On the hand we are quit coming down on losing surface - no telling what will show up in it. Did the tree have a gallbladder or not?

Open units 347 and 348, to court (immediately) of trend. We placed these near growing stone or trend.
31 May - Extended trend to full 30 mile, east. Working in new units 347 & 348 along trend. Through level 1 and into level 2. Growing pin, fiddle, etc, and fumes in unit 63. Opened new unit between old area and trend unit 176. We will attempt to develop large block between trend and pit mile. There are no many pros that it is apparent we are going to need a large block to make new field. Tomorrow he also want to travel down and photograph the trend pit.

Peepers and riff is on pit - call today.

Also opened up unit #120 to fill in block 7 opened square on western end of pit. Will not get down very far in it today. Almost time to stop.
June - Working in pretty much the same units.

Square 120 has yielded a good number of prospects with my level too. It is right in the middle of a Roman block. Units 347 and 348 have very interesting rooms - some p.m. of some packed stone features. Unit 347 has a very interesting, rectangular feature that runs into the unit next to it. Features described in 100 Keary report.

Figure #106 is also active - usual with pools. They are still a good distance from living units.
Want to match our location with Heaven Report.

Miami date:
200 feet SE 1/4 section

1/4 mile west of Northeast Boulevard (3960 ft)

360° clockwise

360° mile

C + O Canal

Parking area

Note:

Joseph

Horseshoe
June 19: Proposed in the sit
in relation to the cam
description. We are write
on 100 mail. May 85
opposite purs.

Passed new mail 2.5 to
show out possible house
getting.

Nature sold on
unit 120 - an amount $5.25.

Unit 4.1 was. When we
repeated some of the
Kamco and it appears to
be very present com
206. This should be an
interesting feature. Would
leave. I have doubt we are
dealing with. Comes additionally
fly at 100. Must head
to see US from near
unit 176 for what
turned up two miles by
road. Tools: things like
pretty up.
5 June - Opened my new unit (No 2) to follow on Unit 176. Also a line of double pegs that seem to form with some setting in. Unit 176 is very strong. The four double pegs I am going to put two units at an angle -

Times are not long? Square 3/6 in coming down very well. Large pieces of bone have been seen and sand in looter into the rectangular features is beginning to appear. Unit 5 is also coming up very well. No other features 7 bones in upper doors.

6 June - Continuing gravity on open doors. Opened peg unit on 175. In summer at 5 and 6 we are encountering thin sandy layers (caused by? rats?) The area in recent years of rice but no Guangxi riceable. We continue
Thought it might be a natural descent at interface levels 1 and 2. Now we don't know what to think, or the story itself.

On the 5th, I could be a prolonged floor (2) in another world entirely. I feel quite well in adjustment until (7) at the 3.

It doesn't look like it to me, too grand, doesn't claim into scale, then a very interesting mystery.

7 June 1970. Warner and maggy... continuing work in all squares. About nearly to section labels. New unit = 289 w. attempt to build all units together. Found very interesting room of gym (2) or bed (7) today.

2 due to finish a graph on story.
5 June - continuing work in all units. No new units opened. Continuing mapping and down drawings of all units collected for hour at mid-day. Hot and humid. One bright spot was that history group from Frederik Community College went into the Knowl of photographs of excavation here in 1930's maps and possibly altered the wind 57 west may have blown across the site today. It would be great to know more about the early history of excavations here. The Winjes may have again, more might have helped orient us with site. Now is about to see over the edge. Happy that I bought a watermelon for them on the way this morning. The watermelon took a real yummy and refreshing for all.
11 June (Monday) — continuing work
in unit #289 — coming down
on second level. Also
continuing work in unit #75 —
almost finished level 2 and
about ready to map. We
did a more thorough level 2 in
this unit becoming more of
the prominent local pottery,
shallow. Opened new
new unit, — #7 and what
we are calling #618. The
latter is to the north of
our area (C-9). But of that
we may be pushing a
home problem and I want
to follow it out at all
cost. I don't remember where
the last figure on these
was excavated in #618.

Nevus Valley — 1959: Will
hope for the best in this
regard. I would really
like to expose a lower portion
at 1101. That last named
last night here — we lost to
Nan the A.M.
12 June - Working in square
289, 7, 6b, and 5b, Halle.
In the new unit, 34 units with
100 sq. feet, then one north of
our girl, a number 57
port. Molds, etc., 1755.
May be a contamination. I double lens
in unit to south of it.
A tremendous amount of
bone, pottery, etc. in coming
from main western half 37.
76b. Two antler projectile.
Tips were recovered in 289.
New is a bit slow today.
We are in middle of field
school and now we
have room IY. Hall spent some
that they are finding flint
pieces of bone in 21 000
Nice sheet deposit.

13 June - Continuing work in 5b, 6b, and 7. Opened new unit 232.
The jetties in 6b, partly full
of material with bone and
pottery. The large pieces of bone
yesterday we found a very long bone buried in the floor. It may be another human bone. Nothing is very different.

14 June - Hot. Warm
April 23rd 5 in. - Level 7
Same 5.5 in. coming down on Level 3.

Level 2 and they are morning. 7:30.

April 7th 5:24, 2:29. May be most of a row.
in very excavated dome to level 2. I have been going around and replacing marker plates with numbered markers. It should do loss damage to your mold above us to visually pattern better. First day in the sun and we leave lab tonight.

15 June - opened up unit 7 to see if we can put up some of unit 7. Started in 6 B and went through #5, continuing in other units. The ice coming from on level 7 and 6B is about complete. We need coming up.

16 June - Monday. Opening new unit, #233, continuing by #6 7B and 4. Unit 7B is at 213', maybe 20' by late PM. Interesting curved plane found next to future 7B1.
The steps on level 2, near unit 233, are not level above level 2.

Obvious need for additional work.

Very hot and humid today. There is strong sanity will given this property even if several school days given 76 temperature.

19 June - Warm and sunny half moon/night. We have opened a new unit 633 to pool of 14 and continue work in unit 233 and 4. Both of the latter are down in level 12 with pink and lavender beginning to appear.
Hope that unit 233 will have some maps that match what we see on the beginning of a scene. For the mire, the name is tree of the mire, two units.

20 June - Frustrated mopping on unit 4. Poor and small features. Unit 233 was stopped on level 2. We stopped to learn large drain and two gyn. in F 233 pit. The appear to represent west end of oval some about 5 meters long and 3-4 (?) meters wide. We have never 57 gyn. in about 35-40 cm. Most mire is lead. It was good to me. Opening up more units to expose this mire. Unit 235 nearby, may meet my other end.

22 June - Unit 235 in.

24 June - Unit 235

down to level 3. Many a

sniper. - One small plane
and part model. Well, below the to ward Bottle, given in Daring wind 64 to, and still engage in level 2 2 or until 41. 35 and level young week and people are dragging.

Later that evening — drove out to Frederic to see collection originally made by Ralph Fort. Collection is now owned by his son Dan Fort who lives in Brunswick (301-834-8525). Dave Tolty, a history professor at Frederick Community College, introduced Dan to me.

Most of the collection were from ships along the Potomac other than those. That Dan's father had been associated with New York — only after the latter's expansion of 1819. Apparently they
all men really interested in
collecting stylish materials
material and had decided
to start a museum of
local Indian artifacts and
Frederic. We had a good
riot and they were gay
and I must say for a
live band at Merry wives...

Decision to depart for:

At 7:00 to 70

Get off at Buckboard Fort,
Middletown.

On to US 40

Go 6 miles to Middletown.
Group traffic left turn
Left on US 17

Follow that 6 miles to

Russelville
at 5:00 pm turn west.

4th week on regis,
left April 12, store, black water,
7 West Main.

History of anthropology in reality
here - it is clear, Ralph
East and maybe others will
part of J. D. Scott's little
nep is anthropologists in
the 1930's - 1950's. May
be able to use some of their
on internet background for
explanation.

25 June - This day. More
put until 4:13 - not much in
at tent 234 in coming closer on
level 2 are 643. Dropping
until 236. I am then leaving
early to return to AD.

paperwork.
26 June - Continuing work on all units, 643 and 236. All are coming down on 8 in. level 2. Opened new unit #293. Expect most of 7 day contracters, mechanics, Washington time, head out reports on phtographes.

27 June - Work still going. Completed unit 236 - 22 pm.

28 June - Continuing work on all units - looking to spend 28th and 29th.
We are also starting to excavate some features.

29 June - First day of fieldwork. No interest in some squares and excavation features. Threw up mud down.

5 July - Back on field with Maj. and myself. Work on feature 42. Wonderful relief grid. Still attempting to excavate half of it. Remains amount of bone, charcoal, and pottery. Maj. said he has never excavated such Bloomer Valley come out yet yet yet. We have about 5000 a King was spent and plenty of charcoal to date. Very deep and full of flint and flake.
Will content tomorrow trying
to get to Pithon. Temper
410° today.

6 July—Continuing our efforts.
22I. They artfully being
recovered. Near Pithon is
feature, which is about 250 deep
we recovered an entire blanket
coverless, to the bone, just
unbelievable! One of our
prosperity now. I have seen
not have and so we
are very knowledgeable.

7 July—Huckleberry Monday
in Pithon. Just started
and will visit from
Saw to try to fieldwork
From Frederick Community College
work very nice. Mni and a complete excavation I could
haul 37 features 22. Collected
pottery samples and
recovered more large Early
Mangold and great amount
of bone. Just a wonderful
experience - almost sorry
for it to end. Remember,
from it are tremendous.
It will be a while before
we see anything like
feature 32. Material collected
Tidy and labeled Jan 225 to
label it in full half of
excavation the third half.
We excavated on previous
day - time to
get some.

12 July - Working on Jan 24-
shut. Had started it a day
ear ago. wind volunteers
they stopped when they hit
what they thought to be a pelvis, in the pit half to be excavated. Mr. and I worked on it today. And among human bones, at least two individuals and many more unroofed face mandibles. One is large and the other small. The large mandible for a number of reasons feels that it probably has been erected. All the muscle groupings of the face were present in the left side. An unborn bone scale, one of the individual was probably a male. It may so very large mandible, small mandibles appeared to have milk teeth—probably a molar. Bone appears to have been dug up in a secondary interment—possibly more than two individuals.
One felt the impression that pit was like mouth of enormous bones, very dentrod and well mingled with many of them found around edge of pit. Not much in anatomical position - opposite end of material femur for large animal appear to have been no grave. Spine pit till last general view. I heard Peter to nothing remarkable. Slavon was collected. It appear pit was excavated individual very pleased in it. It was then filled with dirt that contained several walking sticks. I don't know what else to say other than the whole thing appeared to be a small secondary find with multiple artifacts. We placed stone we described on understand bone and mental grasp with several coins. Given bone deposit site.
17 June 1950 - Good with Fred.

For the most part I quit

bribed the site and cleaned up

some squares. Two walls on

features 29 and 30. They

have to dry out.

18 June - I am out that

and working on profile

in units 7, 73 and 6413

(con wall) as well as units

120 and 63. Same wall on

table. Have completed

excavation of feature 85-

32 - never of small tunnel

feature.

19 June - Hot and Runny.

Here, Mac, Bill and

Leslie in field. No wall portraits

(wall wall) 17 units 185, 235, 285.

We complete about 10 to 15

tunnel 57 profile. Get other.

working on features.
20 July - Even more hot and humid. Many workers, including Tyler, Paul, Dennis, Mary, and Marieke, were out in the heat. Everyone wore cold water on their necks before lunch. Mrs. Bill, Harriet, Estelle, and Edna, were most of the way, with wall of 4B, 5B, 6B, and 6C. Everyone else on features. Good day.


25 July—another misc. day.
No work on features. Worked on 15th feature.
Went to Bill, Ron, and an unknown.
Told of a Mayfield excavation near my lat/long 1960, about
work today. We may need some more information for us. Worked on feature 6
and 18. Bruce could remember 10/07/1957
excavation. The uncovred
an seemed to have ditch (or. inf.) on the bottom
feature 34B. My idea
they a box and inside
features filled with dirt/rock
area filled to a great extent.
Features do not seem to have been
made a number.
26 July - A car was late in field and completed excavation.
77 patrons 6.7% to spend morning looking at contract gets into near Alexandria.

27 July - Woke day. We will start a strategy for day.
We will not model our last show all features are almost complete. We do expect many visitors today. I don't think I will get much done.

Malcolm & King (Mrs.)
Monty, Lorena, Herbert
Helen - Rochelle, Mrs. Wren
Home Reserve Rd

Verdon - Jim, Tom, Henry, Wallace
and 3 guests
Mr. Ogwer - MNDPA
September
25 July - Saturday. Slowly, and overcast. Ato find tomato, from Musca praerea fast myself. Work on bean and starting to e-rect post molds. The river record low - what we thought was one slender unbrace. We face more uncovered a small burial near to cleared uncollected plate. What does it mean? It says seems to mean the several and several burials are roughly contemporary.

Section 35 here 150 feet

Ed Otte
Harley Boller
Walter Seamer
Elizabeth Myler
Marie Boyd
Human Description Follow:

- Sex: Male
- Age: Over 18 years old
- Race: Caucasian
- Height: Approximately 5 feet 11 inches
- Build: Tall and strong
- Eyes: Dark
- Hair: Dark brown
- Other: No visible injuries or scars

No evidence of drowning.

Bendle Burnel - Identity: Male, unable to determine completeness.
30 July - Warm and starting to set unrul. Dri and f
care to talk ev recog
quit mild loo to
before, closing down. Wth remarke
PM 200
A T, however, is strin
I'm not sure i e c
metronome gam. Only salved
down 45 em, but was
in a shower of metronome quid?
\noad way collected but
it is problmatere. PM 200
was taken off hit.

31 July - Fmaille recog
port- pools 20 ei
smoked for near, with
exception of few odd a ment,
the cap and balgad leetly
agreement back to the academy.
1 Aug 18 - Worked on Embankment.

Determined to leave the embankment at 1100 ft. S.

Need to next for back remnants later at most.

Jobber left 2700 to and his.

Jobber, North Rem. Center.

It was 37 miles from 00.

We are moving it back into the trench even further to protect 0.

Moved front site.

Datum bar 1.3 meters (now 40 m from 00) into the tree line.

Bar will remain as now.

Copper pipe in concrete with scrap steel pipe.

Turf Farm
North North Lincoln is 110 metres from the farm and of four trees 100 feet from 1 plot. Old geology shows away three looked and stop fall it an end to build reason out flake to be continued hopefully.

END SUMMER 1990
7 May - Making first visit to site today. All permits have been granted and farmers have rent ball for field rental. Field school seems to be coming together, although it appears to be smaller than last year.

13 May - 40th Birthday
Deliver equipment to field. Hot and humid and grass is tall. Will call to see if I can get people here to bring it.

14 May - Field school meeting for orientation in AM. After Dry and I came out to set baseline. We were able to burrow field and things are pleasant. Now starts after we lay out 10 meter of 1/5 bore line. We use, however, directly
15 May - First day in fieldwork
Opened three units near
last year's spot - it's 291, 292, and 349. We have
5 people in field school and
a number of volunteers will
appear and disappear as the
season goes on. In the three
open units, we are just really
getting into the plowzone.
Weather is warm, but not
tunnel and a good chance was
up for the day.

16 May - Back for day #2
with field school. Working
in glorious 70 degree units.
Not going to slows
17 May - More of the same - hot and humid. Approaching T-storms driven out 30 minutes early. All units are setting down toward top 57 level 2 but not there yet. Friday at last...

20 May (Monday) - All 57 units are coming down to top of level 57. Square 291 has other dark stains visible that might be features. Unit 397 has one possible feature. Square 292 has many immediately visible interferences between 1a and 1b. Showing field school how to take readings with transit and complete level form...

21 May - All units to top of level 3. Unit 349 looks like it for a fairly decent feature near north wall - it also has a...
stained floor that covers most of western 75 by 57 square. We saw the last summer in the tent and other nearby squares.

Unit 291 may have a feature and a post molder two in it. Unit 292 appears to have no feature but possibly some posts and other.

The end of day we opened up a new unit, square 520, north 7,9 present square. We will close out three units (291, 292, 348) tomorrow.

22 May - continued working in gopher of unit 520.

We labored, World and close moved but got a wet to eat over the nite at 5 miles interval, attempt to define edges with better.
We will do the room they moth control... I would will students in unit 349. Laying out squares. Did forms and drawing - started excavating feature 43 in that unit. Got it 50% out by end of day. 11 cm small basin feature will anticipate some unpublished in hiatus. Will close out another square tomorrow probably #291 first and finish this feature.

23 May - Arrived late in the field around 12:00. Spent the afternoon helping to close out unit 291. Worked on a number of what appears to be post holes (substantial) around a round plan. The little we uncovered a feature #2. May have been some sort of rail around a
24 May - Arrived late again after an A.M. meeting. We excavated several in units 291 - not much. little or no deposit and put some plaster. I went to wait on X-sections: pour models until I found row 250 and do clean all at once. Not well have to wait until after the Memorial Day weekend. Three days out of the field for more work.

27 May - Memorial Day - No work today.

28 May - Half-day - Chris and I are going up to Frederick to give talk to Archaeological Society of Maryland field school working at Rosebud site. I mapped in a member's section.
unit 292 in morning.
Moved out that square.
May be great 5 hours getting
partially delved last
summer.

29 May - very hot and
humid - record for 90° plus
day in May! We are mostly
two new units (536, 592) east
of our original excavations. Unit
542 is quiet getting started. They
are excavating in phase 3. Unit
536 is at level 3 and they
in the feature in northwest
part of unit. It extends
into nearby squares. We keep
however, going to x-section
the area of feature in
unit 536 to make sure it
is a feature. If not substantial
depth and not disturbed by
trees. We did some
north-south profile but not
in any effort to further determine
its bottom.
30 May (Thursday) - Another hot day... Continued theory. Played with m. until 542. Moped and模型ed on Feature 45 until 536. Feature 45 - long and dull I modelled. 100% hot and good mix. Up to 20% good mix. Very slow going today - kept in just about to close.

31 May 1991 (Friday) - Another hot day... Continued m. until 542 and 536. Began 542 m. now down to level. 2. Normal amount of material is being recovered. Feature 45 m. and 536 appear to be a large rockier body. Found enormous amount of sand. Material is being recovered including what was thing in a beam. We also got a nice potential bonelead out of the feature. We air...
worry on bringing the other half of the pedestal off 7F 45 down to completely expose earth. Will do notations and sampler of matrix - appears to be very rich in fauna and floral material very exciting feature.

3 June (Monday) - Finally beginning to cool off but more threat of rain. Continued work on Feature 45 - Opened new unit (537) next to it to explore area. Unit 542 in level 2 and should be completed tomorrow.

4 June - Continued excavating gravel pit in unit 537. Feature 45 is exposed in unit 536. Tomatoes, bone, scat - really interesting. We completed unit 542 and mapped two more units. A excavated novel test pit in afternoon.
5 June - I spent most of the day completing north to south (north-west) to the north side of beehive. This complete with lay out west and east west transect at 5 meter intervals. When we plotted the results they would hopefully help us depict boundaries better. Limit 537 m down to level 3 and Feature 50 at unit 536 has been completely exposed.

6 June - Cooled, mild, almost cool, day... We concentrated on geology, 1979 and 450 north. Feature 45 at level 2 by end of day...

7 June (Tuesday) - Rained... We worked on 479 and 480 and saw...
through level 2. Mortar holes are showing up in both and feature 45 appears to be extending into both. We have decided to excavate portion F of 45 in both squares and will excavate next week.

10 June (Monday) - Furnished off units 477 and 480. Former, the extension of feature 45 in it and mid 480 has come along with three great mortarmolds and part of another feature. Opened two new units, one to the north (#594) and the other to south (#423). Hope to find more mortarmolds and features in there. Plan to open an area around feature 45 to see what is going on in the area.

11 June - Continuing to work on units 423 and 594. Both are now in level two - should be
Spent all tomorrow. Inspect material appearing on 423 but hoping for something better.

12 June 1991 - completed until 423 and 594. Both have nice pots, molds, but not up to the other pots. I do not want to be overly optimistic but I hope they eventually succeed. If a machine can come to life, we opened five more (427 and 429) to the south of the block, so we are excavating very fast in the plasma. We hope the pots moulds continue.

13 June - Working on much 367 and 424. But through plow, we see early PH and working on level 2 - very hard clay. They go, however, but I hope...
14 June (Friday) - Completed level 2 at unit 367 and 424. Work to level 3 but feature or sort motifs not identified. Ended early for student to go to grateful Dead concert.

17 June - Moved a good number of sort motifs at units 367 and 424. Opened unit 368 - at level one.

18 June - Work in lab all day washing and sorting artifacts.

19 June - Field trip to Mt. Vernor - tour of history and archeology excavation then work there (sorting in PM).

20 June - Continue washing at unit 368. I go down to level 2. Opened new unit 426. TV news from
21 June (Friday) - Her 1st day. M zig 04 pregnant and ui iul 365 - 6 D is complete.
Opened new unit - #426.

24 June (Monday) - continued
1. In #426 - still in low level
2. Opened new unit - #481
At mi level 1.

25 June - Zig 04 pregnant
in unit 426 as well as some
stains in same unit. Unit
#481 is now at level 2. Opened
new squad (#452) next to it. This squad is also pregnant
at level 1.
26 June (Week) - Working in unit 481 and 482. Unit 481 has reached level 3, but a good deal of modern glass has been recovered from level 2. Seems to indicate the possibility of contamination. Unit 482 hit top of level 2 in early A.M. Started down into level 2 - #1 482. Unit #481 is complete. Nothing really found in terms of storage features, 27 portmoneys. No photographs or drawings executed. Unit 482 is almost through level 2. Opened new unit (at 538) which is in level #1.

27 June (Thursday) - Working on unit 482 to complete level 2. Almost done, had a rock. Unit #535 in upper levels. We have recovered significant amounts of modern glass in upper and lower
We may be in danger of a welling that seems to associated other sources, including feature 45, appearing somehow beneath. By end of today limit # 482 was complete and two features had been mapped on within the unit. Unit # 535 is my level time at end of day. We will complete 50 on the morning and this will be sent by 10:00. Will prefabricate this morning.

Washing Times reporter got today a very strong of the Prince George County Schools Center (Education).

28 June 1911 (FRIDAY) - first day of field school. Will work on completion of Unit # 535 and doing odd jobs. — to bring down metal plates
Locating port mold etc...
This and I will take it from here.
Unit #538 is down to Level 3. Nothing in term, I feature or portmolds. This in fact agrees! I hurried for quick look. We also removed soil and ball from around Feature 45. Measured egg a bit and called at a field school.

July 1-3 - sent for the field director... Area finally got some rain.

July 4 - Chris and I are in the field working on the leftover. We will complete Feature 45 and I am starting to x-section our many portmolds. We are making progress on F45 and 2 Neur x-received port- moles in units 367, 368, 483, 484 and 425. Now for some dinner and fireworks - oo.
July 5 - Rain, cloudy, no work.

July 5 - Built up my field. Hard day with some tilling.

Clingstone, sp. Feature 45 and me well in.

Post molds completed by recutting post molds in remaining units (with Copeland 7 unit t 480). We were driven out of field at 2:15 PM by rain until thunderstorm.

July 9 - More of the same. Rain still not to much damaging and we are back at work on Feature 45 and recutting post molds.

All post molds from this season have now been recut.
We now have entire feature exposed - consists of the concentration of artifacts in
North center and large stain around edge.

I am starting profile -
... to north. They fit
cast wall 57 units 594, 538,
482, 426, and 368 - from
all running north to north.

Probably only # 1 - one or at
least two done this P.M.

At end of day Mr. Brown is
cleaning up. Feature 45 and I
have finished east profile
units 594 and 538.

10 June - I will work with
Mr. Brown on Feature 45 to get
it drawn and artifact
removed today.

Feature 45 photographed and
I have completed east wall
profile of 426 and 368 - complete
north south feature. Also
completed rout call
profile of units 426, 368, 367
423, and 479 - complete
cant wot transact. There
are all profile we will
do ot this for 47 units.
This show all must far
howry but last complete
not from finishing 45.

Drove out leg steady
rain around 3:00 --- Will
not be in field next several
days. Into in covered well
and we hope it remains
the larger.

July 11-15 - Out of town
No field work....

July 16 - Helped Mr. Drew
Feature 45. Draft drawing of
E 45 (same area on lowly level,
small) within the four units
I drew and plan drawn
of small features - 45s 46
47 48, and 49. Not coordinate.

Feature 45 and 46-49 will

clear transient. Worked on
Feature 45 for first 57 day.

17 June: Excavating feature
46, 47, 48, 49. Holes and
matter removed. Work resumes
on feature 45.

All feature excavated.

Feature 46 may be some sort
of depression or small pit. Feature 47 looks like
it may be a part of a
larger significant feature.

At this stage, however, only a
small part of it is exposed
and we will have to wait
until the square to the
most is excavated. Features
48 and 49 appear to be
little more than depressions
that have caught cultural
material - very little deposit
in either Feature 45 in
all that remains to be done at this point.

18 July - Clear day and very 
very hot... We are in 
another warm spell. Spent 
all day working on feature 
45. It is now very clear 
that this is a long but 
shallow 1.35 cm. tomb. I note 
that it is quite full 
of animal remains, pottery, 
stone tools and flake 
well as charred at ground 
level. Also had substantial 
but shallow deposits. There, scree, 
the springs encounter sunny 
facies. Lines I would 
call of a beam shored 
shallow refine with, but 
the amount of charcoal end 
and also signify they may 
have been hearthe. That could 
reveal over a long period.

S. Lane
19 July - 100°+ and humid. Yard off for the day.

22 July (Monday) - Did not work today because of heat. Went out around 4:30 PM to see if we could get in a few more hours in the cool (relatively) of the evening. Site had been named on on travelling in feature 45 near canyon. Driven out about 7:30 PM for a thunderstorm. Got some work done.

23 July - 100°+ and humid. Not going out today - weather is advertised as breaking on the morrow. Will have smoller go at feature 45 then.

24 July - Worked on feature 45 - most of it done. Stopped at 5:05. Will continue tomorrow.
25 July (Thursday) - Fort day
my field for the season
Clearing clay and casnter
feature 45 and photoplate
same final measurements -
L - 2.67 M (generally W-S)
W - 1.78 M (generally E-W)
Depth N 17 CM
S 16 CM
E 24 CM
W 15 CM
1.24 BD (elevation point)

X - SECTON DRAWN

Feature 45 is impressive large
barn - shaped pit (?) on
beach (?) with many tons of
artifacts - especially glass,
clay, and ceramics. Intently
every so often you can pick
out some photography - a
clay horizon or sand layer or
darker, rock matrix - but most
of the time it is just
random spill. Very minute.
and these may not have well
as long-term fire guts? Health
mention similar features in
his report.

Anyway — had lunch and
worked on all our well-being
noodles, shoes, tools, etc. and
reached back to renewing
put thing away in late
afternoon and cleaned truck.
1991 reason is over .... just
need to call family to
bottling
15 November 1991 - Set off
two radiocarbon dates to
Beta Analytical

Sample #3 Feb 45
20 grams - excavated 7/29/91

Sample #4 Feb 45
16 grams - excavated 7/22/91

Results due back in 30 days —

21 November - Mac McDaniels
died today. He was one of the
first to urge us to return to
Tuskegee Institute and donated money
for radiocarbon dates. In my
last conversation with him early
in November, he repeated that
the Tuskegee site was the first
he had examined in his early
days of archaeology and that
he wanted to make sure that
work would continue there.
Few, if any, will ever be more interested
in Tuskegee Archaeology than Mac was...
2 Dec - Tupper called and read them over a great deal of information from Kings in Frederic Public Library. Apparently this needle is a journal and material that goes back to Tupper's era.

18 Dec Carbon 14 dates come back - a bit of a surprise. Not what we expected from tree rings out of same feature....

#3 FEA 45 420 ± 60 82 (AD 1530) Beta 49132
#4 FEA 45 580 ± 60 82 (AD 1370) Beta 49133

I was hoping for lower standard deviation and closer array...

Other dates:

#1 FEA 22 660 ± 50 (AD 1290) Beta 41367
#2 FEA 7 510 ± 50 (AD 1440) Beta 41368

Jan 26 - I need about $50 to pay for bank filing
1993

Agreed to run AS/4
Field school at site this
This will be our Altar and
low Altar. Recon on May 1.
Site near yellow dun in summer

--- 1994 ---

4 April, 1994 - United with
Inca Archaeologist, T. Baker,
along with Dennis Jury,
Mourao, Munoz (both Unfors
Historical Trust), Warlak, Swain,
and her husband. They gave
them the tour and we discussed
the strategy. Field most
planted and plenty of artifacts
were available.

10 May (Tuesday) - Going out
to deliver equipment. No. set
travel, station, install, guest
etc. Arrive and go. We opened
up antenna to withstand ho
snow if perl equipment. We
also found elevated latitude and
backwest latitude. Transit latitude
right soon, set 5 by north of
elevation, elevation. Though that
it had been obliterated some
last field season, but we
started cleaning vegetation and
this it was! Good as new...

set a month north line between
the elevation + backwest latitude
and new such points. I
cant wait here longer. Length
of field. Will come back
on the monow with five
person to shoot in borelins
and renew, 139 M boxline to limit.

In way out there decided
we should inspect last peg
back from win, at back
not been planted and
vulnerability is good. But field
mi. next, is very free of antepil.
but a few more 17 quantity
quantity Water etc. Nothing
mud in it. Field believed
it and our field was good.
Every and Wesley ate mint
and in it. Drive over to
Kodilony for supplies.
Believe of run today by
Moon while we were in
Field — about 80° at 11:30 AM

Meal —

Fruit Quick Kill
Lentee

12 May - Out will Chris
and Helper. Toy out east
west beginning and 1130 north
east and of field. Bring out
mol equipment.... Order
on Horse - Deliver on Tuesday
May 17.
13 May - 4th Birthday - Day 9 at.

15 May - Meeting with ASM new chief to go over procedure. Takes 4 hours with all the questioning, etc.

16 May - Take helicopter out for tour of site. Orientation day...
(Unit referred to by 11:00 w/cockpit from here on)

17 May - Three units - 22N 110E, 24N 112E, and 26N 110E - open and going down by 10:00 AM. Very cool (low 60s) and windy day, looked like a day I have experienced at this site.

ilet local datum (-.50 BD) at east end of site. Transit shot are too long from original elevation datum. Transit reading at east end of site will be taken from the local elevation datum.
18 May - showed calculated shiek to screw up excavation in morning. continued down in these units. All are coming down on level 2. Let new unit west 17 there between 1105 and units 57 record field 4son. 457 will excavate these new units. 26N/1105 seems to be changes with more clay at the interface between level 1 and 2.

19 May (Thur) - Three units are now down in level 2. 22N/1105 nice some fire worked not consolidated near bottom. 57 level 2. 26N/1105 appear to be most unstable. 57 there - most amount of water in level 2. Level 2 also charm and appear to have more clay. Made attempt to lay out new unit at western edge of Site for 457.
Fieldschool. Total distance.
Main man couldn't do job. Will
have to re-do on the morrow.
Ramen say we departed - ASM
in field starting up their operation
for beginning of their annual
field season on the morrow.

20 May (Friday) — First day
of ASM. Placed line 57 square
at west end 57 n.t.-50 ft.
15 new
units from 22N/85 to 22N/06 to
22N/20W. Not elevation on
all squares. Unit 32N/86 in first
to go down - now in just
in tops few centimeters 37
level 1.

Opened three new units at
east end 57 n.t. contiguous with
AU fieldschool units. ASM units
are 28N/110E, 30N/110E, 32N/110E.
All three of these units were
moved for the day in level 1.
AU Fieldschool units (26N/110E, 22N/110E,
and 24N/112E) not moved: ASM
starts closing my month 3:30.

Eenig weather - mostly cloudy
and cool. Rain in AM. some
thunder, around 3:00 - also rain
over during day.

Three units of sorta loggers
are producing typical type and
acorns. 57 materials. One unit
at work end (22/11/86) appears
to be producing agreat deal
of quality. Please. I feel it is
near end of village.

21 May (Sat) - Weather clear and
glorious. large group of people
from Asilmi meet L today.

East units are through level
1 and ready to go into next
level Level 0 is not an
issue by now. to define
at that end of units.

22/11/86; 30x1/100, and 28x1/100
are all on top 7 level 0 units.
late PM.

We opened 4th unit (324/1/26; 8/18/666)
mean rate 17 m/s. But one going slow -bout still producing payable amounts of 27 ant ipate. Next
unit will make it to Level 2 today.

Units at 20/10 and 27/10, now three in number all making large amount of material 22N86
will make it to level 2 today. 22N 96 and 22 N05 probably won't make it to level 2.

22 May - Three units at
Western edge (28N/1105, 30N/1105, +
32N/1105 are all in level 2,

Hope main are slowing up, but
proactive in strange. May be
Yinger's Assemblage

Middle units going slower,
22N/785 in level 1 - 22N/7845
in through level 1 - 22N/666
in into level 2, feature 51 m
Flat unit - small assembly feature

Entire units are all
turning up major amount of
material. 22N86 9M 9050 sidewal
Feature in NW corner (Feb 50) and possible flat mohl.  DBL units on main, level 2.

Very rainy, and getting warmer.

23 May (Monday) - Hot day - hot breeze no blowing.  Value $7.  West wall on different areas below:

East Wall:

DON 1106 - west wall - ni plywood
22N 1106 - through level 2.  Fakes 52 or along, would wall and a small chute.  Flow on wood near west wall.

24H 1126 - ni almost through level 2.  Flow like smaller feature at location in SW corner.

25H 1106 - through level 2 will nothing much appearing.

28H 1106 - coming to bottom of level 2

30H 1106 - through level 2 with large item along east wall extending 20 to 25 feet to north.
point come out of the unit
today at bottom of level 2
32 N 110° - through level 2.
Takin' specimen down in
NW corner to get idea what
item along east wall might
be.

Middle Units -
22 H 78 E - in level 1 near bottom
22 H 78 E - into level 2.
22 H 66 E - near bottom of
level 2. Small area - patch
new, north wall and possible
pot mold in SW quadr.

East Units -
22 H 85 - unit in through level 2.
1. Feature 50 is similar item
in NW quadr. 6 pot molds possible
22 H 45 - joint beginning to
generalize level 2
22 H 06 - at bottom of level 2
I will feature in next week.
the possible pot molds.
22 Nov - still on level 1.

Very hectic day with 740 students and 834 lab together.

24 May (Tuesday) - Unigrow talk to 834 lab evening on Young's activity at Thebes, etc.

Took days off again, will very little pressure. Can summarise below:

East Maita - self, sister, have been rather disappointing. Copper to be moving to other edge. Is that we need to pull on a bit?

We will move further until to east.

20 Nov - in level 1.

21 Nov - through level 2, feature 52 in north east.

22 Nov - in level 1.

23 Nov - through level 2, feature 53 and 54.

26 Nov - in level 1.

26 Nov - through level 2 - some work.
28/11/106 - strong level 2
some claim
30/11/106 - strong level 2
32/11/106 - unit had long stam along east wall. We dropped NE grade down through it with very few artifacts aside from mobile material, coming up.

Middle Unit:

22/11/106 - at bottom of level 2, few largest natural nod cobbles
22/11/106 - strong level 2
22/11/106 - Feature 51 and 4 what appear to be a strong postmold. F 51 is very small pit with depression. Some artifacts without but not much.

West Unit:

22/11/106 - strong level 2. Zol
likely feature, and post mold
22N 2W - to level 1 - put startling
22N 4W - near bottom of level 2.

Wonderful iron section of great
in NO qual. Long enough we're
here. Write it that covers to
promise to it being a bent part.
Other items are anyway.
22N 8W - put starting level 1.

About 25 people in field today
labor. They yesterday.

25 May (Wednesday) - Daniel lost
might, disappeared, but no
wind damage. Hot and breezy
today - slightly muddy.

East and squares are all completed
with exception of the long
day (in the 1) by AV filed for.

20 11 105 - almost to level 2.
24 14 1106 - m to 1.
26th 1185 - in lv 1.

Sent out 8 new units 26/1/1075 to 26/1/590.
Sent 26/1/589 ni Stanley hopes in lv 1.

Wife units are being reinforced in numbers. Not able to take detailed note. Given arrival of violent T-storm. Now left on way back to manuscript about Potomac.

26 May (Thursday) - lone rain (slurry) during day, but mostly slowly and Murray.

Middle units are all complete x-received from govt units in 28/1/665 - they are good. (in 389, 390, + 392. Quiet and files on not page.)
"391 appears to be stone - all jumbled and this stone is unlocated with Area 51.

West flank

22N/35E - through W2 - feature and 2m.
22N/65E - no level
22N/45E - feature, through level 2
22N/25E - no level 1
22N/10E - large feature and 3m.
22N/2W - no 1
24N/4W - no 1
22N/4W - large pm.
22N/5W - near bottom of area. Area

Size 100cm
22 Nov/12W - near bottom of LV2

East End:

26 Nov/946 - in lv 1
26 Nov/108 - in lv 1
24 Nov/108 - at lv 2
20 Nov/1106 - 3 possibly P44 and
possibly steam.

Turned out to be half decent work-day.

27 May (Friday) - Cold front
has moved in and we are back
to clear, cool, and breezy;

Nix and I purposed examined
the third level east from river.
We are excavating on second field.
Material from the Pei side appears
spread across most of third field.
But it is very clear we are directly
on top of it. Material starts at
30 cm, third field exactly at
foot of west edge as we hear
defined tennis. No doubt we are
working through it. We decided gentle slopes toward Cypress Tank Rd. Finally substantial part to Archie site area forgot my camera? Did field near Cypress Tank Rd. We collected two quail. Injun wrens, possibly, a sparrow. Really, pretty before it was put.

I am wondering how much time to field will seem be replaced. Will wheel site file. For one, exactly site and regularly clean if more easily, but I interest. Meal Mr. Daniels had suggest, a lot of Guevon site there?

Great big wild dove flown out. I wondered, preceded my front. Grey, and gave my duty. By about a minute before flight. May truly say steady bird, if this isn't seen it we wouldn't have noticed at all. All together one more. What a magnificent.

Quail.
Owl happened to eat bald eagle over site during hunting.

It appears to be a wildlife day at the Harper site. Hopping for a mastodon near gutting time.

Must accumulate.

East End - all units are ready, completed or waiting for return of all fieldmen.

Mid Units.

26N/94E - completed through level, mother in it J level.

opening up two units (24 N 64 E + 22 N 64 E) near posthole in unit (22 N 66 E). Both of new units are in level 1.

West units - all almost down to CJD, 22N/06 - x reaching long storm near south well. Appears to be long boring shaped pit felt Feb 45 from center of
All the other western squares not already down to level 2 are about done. Will open 2-3 more units along time before AS14 leaves.

Beautiful afternoon - wind less dead, doors and sun in air. Just as we arrive, the squares at the west end with planted trees bold eagle, appeared over the site. Good sign...

28 May (Saturday) - AS14 goes home at site today and sound back at their camp tonight. Good news is real crowd today. Troops have come for the tour: About 75, 00 people alonged across the site today. with somewhere near 50 AS14 people working the site.

Visit summary below. Next units not being worked today.
interesting feature. We may have uncovered two galleries in west
member 22 N 1/4 W + 20 N 1/2 W.
We being opened up to trace bar
line.

We may have portsmouth 1 monument
2 small structures in unit (22 N 1/8 E
and 22 N 1/6 E). Opening up units
to north of these two to trace
pattern of structures.

Middle Two more units around 22 N 1/6 E
don't appear to be becoming any
little in the way of more port units
This appears to be the day we
have been waiting for on the site.
Finally.... Opening some
more of these units in west well
All spreadmud and leave happy.

29 May (Sunday) - 14th straight day
I work at Harper site. We are
currently opening units to most all
south of galleries line. Both at
bottom of level 1 went before
inertial mores. Are neal too hope
that as paid last of p.m. appears to me to verify indication of gallblad. As we don't verify it now and in this location I am convinced not to own most gallblad.

The unit never milled into mound 224/666 will be completed today. One doesn't appear to have much to say, they all have level I will add another, now being taken down to same level, will see what form up, but I don't have great hope... hoping for structure like old again. All looks dry.

Water, unit 4, usually are holding all the excitement. Both units in air, which we thought we have discovered the gallblad are coming down, to back of level 2. Rep to units (244/2w and 204/2w). Around 3:00 P.M. the pm in the unit begins to appear just as we had it should. We now have a clear now of p.m. every
though we had (20 1/2 W, 22 1/2 W, and 24 1/2 W). We have the
pallinule: Day 1 great excitement for whole crew. Baltimore twin wheels
on rail car to do a story.
Also that we have a record (earlier or later?) palliules in
units, got cutter to west-
units 22N/4W + 24N/4W. This needs to
be investigated a little further. After
I can be definite about next con-
cclusion. No doubt, however, about
rotten palliules. ADM only has
one day left and the most part
way to end their activities.

We are also continuing down
they are now 22 2/4, on unit 24N/SE
that is near, nice land of green in
the first two units. Things will be

still difficult, but we will need
to open another unit next. Perhaps
this is too much to hope for after
frustration in this regard throughout
the year at this rate.
This has been one of the best
we have been waiting for at this
site. We will be working with
not too hot. The breeze meant a
little stay.

30 May (Monday - Memorial Day) -
Small crew as 2 PM comes
down. On the morrow it will
just be PVT school. To do
somewhat less I think to a
little quiet after all this action.
This phase this is our 1st
straight day in field. I don't
remember what it is like to have
a day off... There were some with
PVT school and some lab work
for today.

Only one told in the middle
of the site being worked. It is still
not through 602. May have a
feature (or item?) in it.

Continue our concentration on
event units - 24N/160° was brought
down to 100 ft level 2 and mapped.

Many poor in unit. 24N/160° yet.
to be opened will tell the story. This possible situation.
We opened one new unit (20 N/0 E) and spent time trouble
and making plans in the usual
manner. The next 27 units in that
spectacular.

Must get by around as we pull
the planters over the AS/4's labor.
They did a great job. AS/4 field
session ends with expenses totaling
shore sales, selling stone and flinty
call for an excellent job and
general good time.

31 May (Monday) - AU fieldschool
back at work. We have 16 more
days (until end of June) left than
left to wrap up things at the site.
Rally warm today. Chin and D
both are red, exhausted.

Worling this unit does AE
fieldschool at end of July.
April 20th, N/110 E for a number of
hours (in and off) and possibly two
small feature. One of these small features comes into the east from the mouth of the stream.

Unit 24 M. 8/05 in being powered to bottom of level 2. There appears to be none sort of feature in MB 56 of channel unit 26. 8/11 1053 in more of bottom of level 1. Water was coming up in E6. Water was just below along level.

WJZ TV in Baltimore (Channel 13) going to meet right now at 11 a.m. at 11th and McCormick stove) agent about 11 a.m. at the end of the route the AM will be on 6:00 news today.

Baltimore Area still on July 4.

June 1, 1954 [Wednesday]. Nearly two weeks both kids to need a day off from school. Lot of rain and humid - little with wooly shirts well.
AW集结点在东侧和17号

26/11/1085，我们已经移至

和北侧，底部7号

第522处被x-检测。

24/11/1055，我们被要求

底7号，第2层。

揭示了2号和一个特征

在单元。从单元到

延伸，2.5米。见下

了。解析单元（18 H/116）

从I号单元到I号

的最令人兴奋的。我们

希望在下午6点到

26/11/1055。从17号到

TV是来自频道7

中断了此阶段。而且

前半部分下午。他们

真的没有活动，我们

继续进行演习。

6月2日（星期一）- 阴天，温暖

的一天

与绵密的雾气。当它

开始

指导

 sauna.

 drive for parking.
We laid out a 1 meter by 16 meter long trench at 17 1/2 feet to try to locate the 17 millimeter don't 17 ton units. We used a 1/2 winch (3/11/1925) and then 1/2 meter to east. We are now running north of 17 trench. We will backfill the trench will the ground material after excavation, though level 2.

Hopefully this will reveal more geological lines on eastern edge. Worked through the end this AM eastern level on 1/2. Over 6 in completed at end 37 day.

26/11/1983 in through level 3 and mapped. Tried small feature. Two small stones, and a in.


June 6 (Monday - 50th anniv. of D-day)
Write letters very busy. Containing work on trench with little lead.
July 26th.

Unit 18N/1115 is only square being worked on west end. It is down at bottom. It level on two small features and maybe a year or two.

This has put I feel about re-troweled units at east end.

Unit 20N/105 is coming down on large feature that appeared in unit completed to north.

Unit 24N/165 was opened and they put a vent in level 1.

Drivers out around 2:00p.m. rain present. Rain fell enough that it was hard to keep paperwork dry.

June 7 (Tuesday) -

Heat and humid again...

Unit 18N/1115 is complete. Two small features and two gravelly areas at east end of X-section. Feature 65 on II.
well got to see what it is. Work must go on at once.

The survey to have large

Downes I believe but not

Feature 45 from record reason.

They need to begin to appear in it.

Other coast only 24 N 65 7

in level 1. Going down...

Very warm day, will tempers
growing short. I was not a number of moments already

draw is in regard ther.

June 5 (Wednesday)

Monday and in shower an we

get tried to go out to field them

and cool.

We are encamping TGA 65 all the

way across bench, may be as well

on middle bench? They didn't

put in full of consider

ip many feature tend to be all the

side. The jungle got us in the

the less we knew.

3 P.M.
just not sure anymore. Certainly it is a bench but a pretentious one as benches in the gardens usually plan at most two or six in interest. Will show it on the monow.

24x105 is just about at the bottom 47 level. Now working on it in horizontally and cess 294 0c can only large come feature predate fall and they part of a small morton 47 pre 47 to level 1. About seven days have opened at bottom 47 level 2 on SW grade. Apparaus predate feature on vice versa.

Beautiful day - much relief...

June 9 (Thursday) Bright, clear, and mild in the field today. Just a beautiful day to come out the fieldbook in the field soon. We will have them on the lab on Friday.

204 45 mi squared and photographed
Unit 241/56 is about to start level 2. The Air's Bender was my thoughts all material in the end.

These continued in Fig 45 at east and 57 angle. For that reason, we can say that not all will probably require much of it to be east to all that must round. Then against the north wall on green views, Fig 45 is complete. Finally taken the m. pit that was excavated by Fisher.

Unit 241/56 is at bottom of level 2. Need to be levelled and elevation taken. Need for of bend one small square feature and possible pond. Will see on Monday.

24s & Women every week call from the along will further locate. We are knowledgeable and close.
13 June (Monday) - Hot and
Annual. More 7 francs for rent.
I went... Have seen a few
balls this pm. Hope it keeps
them going.

On the remaining 2 days of this
field season, we are removing
Both Level 1 and 2 at once and
not removing the matrices. We
will be kept near the unit and
will be placed directly back in
the unit. At this point we are
really quite interested, with the
true ice have removed my
following dark blue line and
emerging a feature of two for
further excavation. All of above
is noted on level from par
to units subject to the mellow
Unit 24 X 165 as completed
Yielded some very distinct circular
features and a number of pins.
May open up work to north 40

Sign here: [Signature] W
Mort unit, with exception of 24N/16W one slow to reach 2
(1800) by gentle tow and then was slowing up to the ship. Little
doubt that we have at least this pullmaka lone. Feel as new
as you can yet about something
like that in this season.

June 14 (Flag Day - Tuesday)
Very hot and humid.... No
tincreases whatever, in ATRON PT.

Mort 18N/24W complete with
10 gpm. Mort and the continued
12 pullmaka lines

Mort 26N/24W in same place
with same pullmaka. Some 5 pm.
in 3rd quilt. Looks like these parts were almost connected in small tent. At least set very slowly.

June 26N 55°. Almost be complete until tomorrow.

26N/18W - complete. 9:30 p.m. and some rocket tracks in the unremovable unit.

26N/6W - possibly more unremovable than unit above.

Spent another unit, 26N/65° to 26N/18W.

Watermelon breaks at 3:00 AM.

Much for the crew... Send us hotel air. Mopping feature 60 mil.

x - section.

June 15 (Wednesday) - You guessed it - hot and humid. We broke the old record yesterday for heat - hit 97°. Continuing work on feature 60 and units 26N/85° and 26N/65°. Toward is coming down to bottom 37 level 2 and litter is gone above it.
The war still money to keep
thing moving on the lead.
We stopped at 12:00 and
returned to AU for last week.
That is unbelievable and I don't
want to hurt anyone.

June 16 (Thursday) More of the
game on the level 2 front.
No relief in sight....

June 17 (Friday) Out on the level
of Feature 60, 26165 and
26165 b. n. n. on the level 2
level 2 in Am. Trees by
leaving to grow 1,2,3, and small
trees. There were groups or families
have gathered at this spot. It's
offical.... Will continue fire
branding. Just starting morning,
and start Nexus again. Features
are overcome.

Both sides have men and
features at bottom of level 2.
May want to feature a few
end. We have to clear is
we will open additional units at west end.

At 2:30 P.M. we were driven out by violent thunderstorms. There came out of mouth instead of down the river. Practically no warning at all. Followed by over 2" of rain and violent discharge. This was most violent storm I have experienced at Kugely site - need to stop work so had to stop for the day.

June 17 - hot day....

June 20 (Monday) - last week for AV field school. Hot and sunny today, but 7200 are nice. June does come up often. Most I know is working on features of east end. June 20 is on Monday and may rain, so site, T-storm, but at least have till site a bit more. Many in drawing, plotting, elevations, and careful excavation of feature...
Earl End

Feature 63 - small marker-type post-hole.

Feature 70 - none as always.

Feature 64 - none or above.

Feature 53 - more J. tetra, partly bone, artifacts, etc. coming out.

West End:

Feature 50 - small marker shell, probably post-hole.

Feature 56 - small marker shell, probably post-hole. This feature full ash and red near deposit it occupied.

Opened new sond 28N/50 - in Lot 1.

June 21 (Tuesday - first Day of Summer) Bloody, buggy, humid... Mortons to section 92N to east.

For Yell. Not hot and humid any.

Feature 53 as before, deep for dirt. We have not got out.
by close of business. But there has been excavating several features probably not held up until Dec 18th is down through level 7. A small feature and a piece of wire about 12. I was hoping that a line of pipes from adjacent would extend into the squares. I renamed it. This is the last unit we will excavate at this site ever.

It's fitting that another one of my many house plans has dropped out in it. We are now past many more. We will soon open to violate one this time around.

Hung new loom to not out old plastic for disposal. Cleaning tourdown records for printing on the scanners. Running out of thing to do...

22 June (Wednesday) - Escanaba Temp 5°
at east end. Fabulous trout day. Many another caught and kept
quix. Well out. Just full
of poetry.

23 June (Thursday) - First day for
Av. Very hot and sunny.
We didn't sleep well at all and -
Ftr 55.

Feeling 55 at well and in
close proximity just as it started
to sprinkle. sprinkle line
runs right through it. That is
at least line 3.

Spend day photographing vicinity.
x.ectoning, shooting in farce, we will have trucks... We have
the fieldbook replace cast in units at the end which we
did not receive. Soil matrix from
and were kept separate. We return
to particular units. Went to
rest of the day cleaning old
plaster, painting things, cleaning
up, etc. This and I well need
to do about 2-3 days of work
on our own - x-recting pit, 
bushing, clearing, etc. Day
ended with a group photo
and water balloon fight among
the crew. Beer and drinks at
Miss Alice's Member Room with
Fieldbook this evening. Also
we offered a job at foundation
on our return to AU. Must to
celebrate.

24 June (Friday) - Equipment
ran bad to AU and work.
getting things away in tremendous
May started and I decided to give us a change to save on prunes, before we left. We arrived in town by about 4:30 PM. We used the diner, pretty well, that evening.

25 years (and) - But in fact to not feature with love, Ernest and I packed our bags and drove north after rain. Don't worry, the night is lovely. Not all people, not in will have travel.

David Folly from Follen's Community College thought his plan over for our trek. His aunt and went over to first room to examine some of fields, knowing about location of Hepton's barracks site. Indeed, we had excavated these about one location, but we couldn't find any rotten wood.
In the location he mounted east. I wonder if he remembers properly? He supposedly yielded Negro slaves. Home by 6:30 with dinner at AV's Stalion Rest. on New York Ave. He's funny. A little 57 guns and good food is great way to end a day...

26 June (Sunday) - On field to x-section remaining gun's and maybe (?) Joint Exp. Still a few other odds and ends but we have a chance of completing our work for this reason.

Fee 57 was in plan view and appeared to be a party - complete with internal section. On x-section, it was still going down at 68 cm with section moving off to north. We feel it might be a large tree root? Will not date through as the whole section is now
we shall suspect. Don't let how deep the people in on the fact that it is going off to pull the deeper we reach to. Never seen anything like this at the site.

X-sectioning portable. We have then all done well exceptive of palmils and porous limestone from around it. We have other bore logged again in the palmils here.

call you in x-sectioned and ends we excavated with mortar and filled with cement

All personnel rest were returned to site and dumped poker it approximately 3:35 P.M.
12.76 East. Some of it is even labeled. Rails 51-8700 in quit another tree line 12.76 meter to east of site clinton and channel clinton.

Farnik's Mine East dipping
Thankful for our big piece of plant and did one last tour of the site to make sure nothing was left behind.

Field work on our route at the higher site is now complete after three sessions. We did the best we could with what we had. To anyone who might read this in the future, good fortune to you if you return to this site.

RETURNED TO SHOOT DATUM COORDINATES WITH GPS ± 10 METER ACC.

39° 4 min 36 sec NORTH
77° 25 min 30 sec WEST

UTM
15 290 202 E
43 250 073 N

[Signature]
9 July 2001 - All artifact and notes transferred to State Marshal at Jefferson - Pulaski.
by Joe East.
23 ngs
Duncs23
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Adults</th>
<th>Children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 21</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 23</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Include 5 students and teacher from Calico Hall

5/22 - J. Anderson; teacher with 6-8 boys, early teens
- Group of 10 3rd graders to attend with teacher as a tour only, not to dig